FIRST, IT TACKLED ANALYSIS.
NOW, IT HANDLES EVEN MORE.

Introducing LexisNexis CaseMap 12.1.
Now with review and production.
CaseMap 12.1 has new killer features – it lets you redact, code documents, produce,
and quickly search all within a single solution. For smaller cases, it means you no
longer need third-party solutions to manage eDiscovery.
CaseMap is the essential litigation solution for smaller cases. It allows you to
capture and organize facts, documents, persons, evidence, issues and legal
research relevant to your case in a centralized repository, and keep vital information
at your fingertips

Learn more: lexisnexis/casemap

CaseMap simplifies your litigation evidence (and does more with what’s left)
Gather critical information directly from PDFs, Concordance® Desktop software, Microsoft® Word®,
lexis.com®, Lexis Advance® and more. Send it to CaseMap while maintaining a record and the ability to link back.
Collaborate with your team on case data that is hosted on a central server allowing your team to work on a
case concurrently and identify connections faster.
Integrate with Lexis Advance easily with a right-click so that your downloaded research stays just as live,
searchable and organized as you found it.

With CaseMap software, you can easily organize, analyze and communicate critical case information.
CaseMap case analysis software helps you achieve optimal case outcomes faster
• Benefit from an easy-to-use, modern interface. The CaseMap ribbon
displays your favorite features, and descriptive hints help you along.
• Organize witness lists, a master-fact chronology and document indices,
plus privilege logs, deposition summaries and case issues you’re trying
to prove.
• Tie together the facts, issues, people and evidence—see connections
you might otherwise miss.
• Compile this knowledge into polished reports for better case
communication with clients.
• Share case research and insight across offices, with co-counsel and
clients for stronger collaboration.
• Increase efficiency so you can take on more cases without sacrificing
client service.

Search your entire case file and then
narrow results, as desired.

What’s New for CaseMap 12.1: Navigate tasks, reports, help and search
Smart Assist
The Smart Assist guided approach helps users accomplish tasks, search case data, and bridges gaps to
find the things they are looking for. Type in keywords in search textbox and get results based on functional
areas in CaseMap and displayed in terms of relevancy of search. Smart Assist benefits both the novice and
veteran of CaseMap. It reduces the learning curve for novices so they can start using CaseMap right away, and
refreshes the memory of the veteran if they haven’t used the software in a while.

Very easily navigate software with keywords in
Smart Assist.

Perform various task-based functions
in the software such as opening a
document, linking an issue, sending
information to Excel, etc.

Quickly generate reports from CaseMap based
on the spreadsheet you are in, for example
type in PDF and generate a PDF report.

Use Smart Assist to facilitate searching for
information within your case file.
Type in keywords to quickly find helpful results,
like access to the Answer Center, to learn more
about CaseMap and get the help you need.

Other new features

Find & Redact- improve productivity.

Expanded outlook plug in- bulk send emails
and extract attachments.

Enhanced document production- provides
more flexibility for rendering and output
options, can now render in gray scale and
output can be saved as a TIFF file and can add
headers and footers to produced documents.

Document import- specify a source for imported
files to jumpstart coding of informationsimplifying process and eliminating step of
manual entry.

CaseMap also enables you to assemble your case and to:
• Search your entire case including spreadsheets and documents
• Create advanced reports with key document links right in the reports for quick access
• Import multiple files and folders in one step
• Make text within images searchable using optical character recognition (OCR) with multiple images
• Streamline your workflow by taking advantage of Microsoft integration and optional collaboration tools.
Plus, the CaseMap® DocManager feature provides a single interface for you to view, annotate, hit-highlight,
Bates stamp, batch print, and batch convert files.

In the course of organizing your case, you can link documents to certain records in CaseMap
spreadsheets. You can then easily embed those linked documents in PDF ReportBooks, making it
easier to prepare thoroughly for presentations during arbitration and trial.

“… the break in that evidence connection turned
up through organizing the data in CaseMap.”
Sean O’Brien Associate Professor, School of Law University of Missouri-Kansas City,
who led a legal team to exonerate an innocent man who had served 15 years in jail for
a crime he didn’t commit.

It all works together: CaseMap, TextMap, TimeMap and Sanction software
Integration between CaseMap®, TextMap®, TimeMap® and Sanction® software helps you perform critical
assessment of all facts, issues and case law. For example:
• Send CaseMap issue outlines to TextMap and maintain the outline hierarchy
• Include linked CaseMap facts when you generate TextMap reports
• Share linked documents and exhibits between CaseMap and TextMap
• Annotate a transcript and send it as a fact into CaseMap for analysis in the context of other case facts
• Send deposition facts to CaseMap
• Achieve quick, effective timeline graphing by sending key passages and depositions to
TimeMap software
• Easily send timelines to CaseMap or Sanction software
• Send documents from CaseMap to Sanction software to use in presentations
• Transfer transcripts and video annotations from TextMap to Sanction for presentation

Download a complimentary 30-day trial of CaseMap 12.1
at lexisnexis.com/casemap

Complimentary trial provides fully functional software that operates for 30 days following installation, and
complimentary trial is subject to terms and conditions of end-user license agreements. Trial offer expires
30 days from activation. Other restrictions may apply.
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